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NEW QUESTION: 1
Based on the AWS Shared Responsibility Model, which of the
following actions are the responsibility of the customer for an

Aurora database?
A. Executing maintenance, patches, and other updates
B. Performing underlying OS updates
C. Scheduling maintenance, patches, and other updates
D. Provisioning of storage for database
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
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Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation

NEW QUESTION: 3
Utilizing the standard when rules pylsMobile and pylsTablet is
common when configuring a{n)_____________user interface.
(Choose One)
A. responsive
B. adaptive
C. dynamic
D. active
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
A company has 750 computers that have Original Equipment
Manufacturer (OEM) licenses for Microsoft Office Professional
2010. The company plans to update 340 computers to Office
Professional Plus 2013.
You need to recommend the license agreement through which the
company should purchase the licenses.
Which agreement should you recommend?
A. Open
B. Microsoft Online Subscription Agreement (MOSA)
C. Select Plus
D. Enterprise Subscription Agreement
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:

Designed for organizations with 250 or more desktops,
Enterprise Agreement allows you to standardize on your choice
of Microsoft Enterprise products (Microsoft Office
Professional, Microsoft Windows Professional Upgrade and Core
Client Access License) at discounted prices based on a
three-year agreement term across all PCs in your organization.
Enterprise Subscription Agreement enables you to subscribe to rather than purchase - Microsoft software licenses.
Incorrect:
Not A: With a customizable platform and price advantages for
volume purchasing, The Open programs provide a simple, cost
effective way for small and midsize organizations to acquire
the latest Microsoft technology.
Open Value is the recommended program if you have a small to
midsize organization with five or more desktop PCs and want to
simplify license management, manage software costs, and get
better control over your investment.
Not B: Select Plus Is Being Retired.
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